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Engineers are preparing to move guests to new compute and storage infrastructure. Basic network and SAN connectivity have been
established. Which of the following options are valid NEXT steps to prepare for guest migration to the new infrastructure? (Select
two.)A. Tag the live migration VLAN on the trunk to the new serversB. Correctly size and provision NFS LUNs on the new
storageC. Zone HBAsD. Prep mirror VMs on new hosts for data migrationE. Tag the SAN trunks with the correct guest
network VLANsAnswer: ADQUESTION 410An administrator is implementing a private cloud that will be used as a test
environment. To limit the number of guests per subnet to a maximum of 14, the administrator implemented a /20 network. Which of
the following should the administrator use to assign the networks?A. DHCPB. SubnetC. VLAND. GatewayAnswer: A
QUESTION 411A Chief Information Officer (CIO) has summoned an administrator due to the datacenter power bill being
significantly higher than normal. The administrator explains that a new array was installed for a 20TB CRM application. Which of
the following solutions would provide a new performance benefit and also reduce power consumption?A. SSDB. SASC.
SATAD. FCAnswer: AQUESTION 412Cloud bursting can alleviate which of the following attacks?A. Buffer OverflowB.
Brute ForceC. XSSD. DDOSAnswer: DQUESTION 413An administrator is testing a new web server from outside of the
corporate firewall. The administrator performs a test from a single PC and the web server responds accordingly. The administrator
then provisions several virtual machines on a network behind NAT and uses them to perform the same operation on the web server
at the same time, but thereafter soon discovers that none of the machines can reach the web server. Which of the following could be
responsible?A. IPSB. BlacklistingC. IDSD. WhitelistingE. FirewallAnswer: EQUESTION 414Which of the following
would a company implement to provide authentication to multiple websites that are delivered through PaaS?A. Federation services
B. MACC. Multi-factor authenticationD. RBACAnswer: DQUESTION 415An administrator is responsible for managing a
host that is part of a private cloud. The host has one physical quad core CPU. The administrator is tasked with creating a new guest
that requires a single CPU. Which of the following actions should the administrator do?A. Assign 1 virtual CPU to the GuestB.
Assign 1 virtual CPU to the HostC. Assign 1 physical CPU to the GuestD. Assign 1 physical CPU to the HostAnswer: A
QUESTION 416Which of the following storage technologies is IP-based?A. SCSIB. DASC. FCPD. NASAnswer: D
QUESTION 417An administrator has created a new virtual server according to specifications and verified that TCP/IP settings are
correct. When the VM is powered on, however, an error message indicates that a network card MAC address conflict exists. Which
of the following would resolve this issue?A. Remove the virtual NIC and configure another one.B. Add an additional NIC with a
loopback interface.C. Ping the IP address to determine the location of the conflict.D. Change the MAC to ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff and
obtain a new address.Answer: AQUESTION 418An administrator is no longer receiving alerting messages from the web server
platform that recently failed over to a new secondary datacenter due to a power failure. Which of the following is the cause of the
problem?A. Port 21 in only allowed inbound at the primary datacenterB. Port 22 to the log server is blocked outboundC. Port
162 in DMZ is blocked inboundD. Port 162 in DMZ is blocked outboundAnswer: CQUESTION 419An organization wants to
create a server VM that is segregated from the rest of the servers. Which of the following should the server administrator
configure?A. Virtual NICB. Trunk portC. Virtual memoryD. VPN connectionAnswer: ARECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest
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